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Abstract—Demands on future data centers and highperformance computing systems will require processor-memory
interconnects with greater performance and flexibility than can
be provided by existing electronic interconnects. The bandwidth
density and bit-rate transparency offered by optical systems are
uniquely suited to address these challenges facing memory interconnects. We, thus, investigate a hybrid packet- and circuitswitched optical interconnection network linking microprocessors
with their associated main memory, which can simultaneously reduce memory access latency and improve energy efficiency performance. This novel hybrid approach allows low-bandwidth memory
control data and small memory transactions to be efficiently transmitted as wavelength-striped optical packets, while long bursts of
memory accesses are optically circuit switched. In this study, we experimentally demonstrate an optically connected memory system
in which a microprocessor accesses multiple 80-Gb/s memory modules all-optically across a hybrid packet- and circuit- switched optical network. Error-free communication between the microprocessor and main memory is confirmed (bit-error rates less than 10−1 2 )
with the optical network providing low-memory access latencies.
The overall memory system reduces energy consumption by 28%.
Index Terms—Circuit switching, optical communications, optics
in computing, packet switching, photonic switching systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
EXT-generation large-scale high-performance computing
(HPC) and data center systems will require microprocessors to support unprecedented off-chip bandwidths to memory, with low-access latencies and interconnect power dissipation. However, today’s electronic interconnects face performance challenges with low bandwidth densities, as well as
distance- and data-date-dependent energy dissipation. As a result, large-scale systems have experienced an exponentially
growing performance gap between the computational performance of microprocessors and the performance of off-chip
main memory systems [1]. This communications bottleneck will
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undoubtedly limit the overall system performance and scalability of future large-scale systems. Due to the tradeoffs among the
communication bandwidth, latency, and energy efficiency requirements, high-performance microprocessors will be starved
for memory data [2], [3].
Although it is feasible for electronic interconnection networks
to reach per-channel data rates up to 25 Gb/s [4], the power
dissipation at such high bandwidths becomes overwhelming
and contributes greatly to increased the overall system cost and
complexity. Scaling interconnect performance using traditional
approaches will continue to exacerbate this imbalance. For example, a typical main memory system consists of multiple chips
of synchronous dynamic random access memory (SDRAM)
packaged together onto a circuit board called a dual in-line
memory module (DIMM), which is capable of providing over
120 Gb/s of peak bandwidth [5]. Multiple DIMMs must be accessed in parallel, requiring an extremely complex electronic
bus, to provide the many terabits-per-second of memory bandwidths required by data-intensive applications. Consequently,
modern servers are estimated to dissipate 20% of their energy
in the memory system alone [6]. The scaling challenges facing electrical interconnects limit the number of DIMMs that
can be accessed, and consequently, the total memory bandwidth. Increasing the per-channel SDRAM data rate has been
attempted [7], but the resulting system remains limited in use
due to its significantly higher energy consumptions.
Further, in the latest generation of DIMMs, the memory module’s energy consumption is reduced by using “sleep” states,
during which the data buffer and transceivers at each node are
powered down when not in use [5]. However, the high latency
associated with each DIMM entering or exiting its sleep state
can add significant overhead to each memory access. If not managed efficiently, the additional latency can considerably reduce
the overall system performance. Therefore, it is necessary to
capitalize on innovative interconnect technologies and architectures to redesign processor-to-memory communication.
The use of photonic technology can enable high-bandwidth
links, with novel functionalities to reduce off-chip data access
latency and power dissipation [8]. The integration of on-chip
silicon photonic transceivers [9] will further enable processormemory communication with the off-chip bandwidth and energy
efficiency performance equal to that of on-chip communications [10], [11]; this would be impossible using conventional
electronic interconnects. In addition to achieving high perchannel data rates, optical interconnects can significantly improve communication bandwidths through wavelength-division
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Fig. 1. Block schematic depicting how a next-generation processor can be connected to many OCMM across an optical interconnection network. Inset illustrates
a memory module that uses 3-D stacking to integrate SDRAM with photonic transceivers and associated driver circuitry.

multiplexing (WDM), and can therefore support many terabitsper-second of optical bandwidth using a single waveguide
or optical fiber [12]. Leveraging the bandwidth density and
distance immunity of optics will alleviate pin-count constraints
in microprocessors and enable each optically connected memory
module (OCMM) to be more physically distant from the processor, thus yielding the potential for a greater number of OCMMs
to be connected and accessed in parallel (see Fig. 1). The latency
of these links are dictated purely by the fiber’s time-of-flight latency [13], allowing efficient, transparent optical networks to
provide low memory access latency.
Thus, optical interconnection networks comprise an attractive
solution to the communication bottleneck within future largescale computing systems [14]–[22]. Memory interconnect architectures are especially well suited for the deployment of optical
networks, owing to the performance and energy requirements of
main memory systems, as well as the necessary flexibility within
a network to support potentially diverse and unpredictable traffic patterns. For example, a packet-switched optical network
can provide low memory access latency for short messages,
while a circuit-switched optical network delivers greater performance for longer messages (e.g., in a streaming application)
[17]. The ideal optical interconnect for microprocessor-tomain-memory communication is therefore a hybrid packetand circuit-switched network. In this novel hybrid approach,
memory accesses exceeding a predetermined size threshold use
circuit-switched lightpaths, while all other accesses are packet
switched. In this way, an optically connected memory (OCM)
system can be constructed with greater performance and capacity, while achieving lower memory access latencies and reduced
power consumptions.
In this study, we experimentally demonstrate the first hybrid packet and circuit-switched OCM system. We implement
a field-programmable gate array (FPGA)-based microprocessor
that communicates with three OCMMs across a wavelengthstriped 4 × 4 hybrid packet and circuit-switched optical network. The processor and OCMMs create wavelength-striped
memory messages using eight 10-Gb/s electronic transceivers;
eight separate wavelength channels are modulated and then
combined using WDM to generate 80-Gb/s messages. The
resulting OCM system achieves 240-Gb/s aggregate memory
bandwidths through the optical network (80 Gb/s per network
port). Here, we expand on previous work [18] by developing a
custom high-performance OCMM, as well as a custom memory controller that is capable of issuing both packet and circuit

memory accesses. The system optimizes communication for
each desired transaction size to support a diverse range of applications. This allows small memory accesses and control data to
be routed efficiently as packets, and large memory accesses to
utilize circuit switching. The energy-efficient OCMMs can also
enter a low-power “sleep” state in which the SDRAM and onboard transceivers consume minimal power, and rapidly reenter
normal operation when required. The OCMM “sleep state”
leverages the low-power mode of DDR3 SDRAM [5] and uses
the memory controller’s knowledge of memory communication
to efficiently place the memory and optical link into low-power
states, which impacts the operation of the optical network and
reduces the overall system power consumption.
II. HYBRID PACKET AND CIRCUIT OPTICAL NETWORK
In this implementation, the optical network testbed is comprised of a 4 × 4 nonblocking switching node that is capable of
simultaneously routing optical packets and circuit lightpaths between any of the four input and output ports. This 4 × 4 optical
interconnection network [see Fig. 2(a)] uses 16 semiconductor
optical amplifiers (SOAs) as photonic switching elements to
transparently route high-bandwidth, wavelength-striped optical
messages with nanosecond switching times [23]. The SOAs
are controlled by a Xilinx Virtex-V FPGA, which manages
output contentions and processes the appropriate packet- or
circuit-switching routing information. The packet- and circuitswitching protocols differ primarily in that circuit switching
utilize an electronic control plane and packet switching is performed all optically through the use of dedicated header wavelengths.
The optically switched packets use a wavelength-striped message format [see Fig. 2(b)] in which multiple data payload
wavelengths are combined with low-speed network control
wavelengths using WDM. The network control wavelengths,
or headers, are modulated at the packet rate, such that each
header’s value remains constant for the duration of the packet.
With one header bit per wavelength and one value per packet
duration, this implementation simplifies the routing logic for
a small number of purely combinational logic gates and guarantees minimal switching times. Here, we require three header
wavelengths: a frame signal to indicate the presence of a packet
and two address bits (in order to map four distinct output ports).
The number of required header wavelengths scales efficiently
as log (N) for an N × N network. Each header wavelength is
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(a) Architectural block diagram of 4 × 4 optical network testbed. (b) Wavelength-striped memory packet format.

received by a low-speed 155-Mb/s p-i-n receiver with a transimpedance amplifier (TIA) and limiting amplifier (LA), which
passes the received header data to the FPGA and enables the
rapid switching ON/OFF of the SOAs. Simultaneously, the
high-speed data payloads are delayed with a fiber delay line
(FDL) that matches the header processing time, which results in
transparent just-in-time routing of the optical payload. The total
transit time through the 4 × 4 optical network is approximately
40 ns, including the passive optical filters to receive the header
wavelengths and the FDLs. The primary source of transit latency
through the switch is the time-of-flight through the off-the-shelf
components that comprise the testbed, and therefore a future,
more integrated switch could achieve significantly lower latencies. Additionally, integration with high-speed logic instead of
discrete FPGAs could drastically reduce header processing time
for a total switch latency of less than 1 ns.
The 40-ns latency in this study is primarily due to the time-offlight latency within the experimentally demonstrated testbed,
which contains several meters of optical fiber, and is not a physical limitation of the system design. The time required to process
the headers is negligible (a few logic gates) and SOAs can
be switched in a nanosecond. Future, more integrated systems
could significantly reduce the total latency by reducing time-offlight through the switch, using faster logic gates
Circuit switching is performed by means of an electronic
control plane and central arbitration. Network nodes signal to
the central arbiter that a circuit path is required through the
4 × 4 optical network. To establish a circuit-switched link,
the FPGA maintains a lightpath through one of the 16 SOAs
for the duration dictated by the central arbiter. The central arbiter is implemented as dedicated arbitration logic at the FPGA
within the switching node. This allows the central arbiter to
monitor existing packets within the network and allocate circuit paths without interrupting packets already in transit. Here,
only the processor must communicate with the central arbiter so
that both processor-to-memory and memory-to-processor circuit paths are controlled by the processor. The OCMMs will
only transmit data when directed by the processor, and therefore
the processor is aware of all necessary memory transmissions.
This is analogous to existing electrically connected memory,
in which memory devices are directly managed by a memory
controller and will only act in response to explicit instructions
from a processor and memory controller. Leveraging this communication protocol guarantees compatibility with commercial
memory devices and simplifies both the OCMMs and the arbiter,

which in turn reduces overall network complexity and memory
access latency.
Future, large-scale interconnection networks, such as optical Omega networks [24], can be created using multiple of the
demonstrated 4 × 4 optical switching nodes. The data payloads implemented here consist of eight separate wavelength
channels, each modulated at 10 Gb/s, combined into a single
80-Gb/s WDM message [see Fig. 2(b)]. However, the SOAbased switching nodes have been demonstrated to support 40Gb/s per-channel data rates [25] while supporting hundreds of
thousands of network ports [26], and can therefore be deployed
in the next generation of HPCs and data centers. For comparison
to equivalent electrical links, the optical network has been experimentally measured to consume 1.58 W per port while a 32port 10-Gb/s electrical switch may require 10 W per port [27].
Individual 10-Gb/s transceivers consume approximately 1 W
each [27]. Future OCM implementations can leverage recent advances in silicon photonics [9], [28] to create integrated switches
capable of equivalent performance but with much lower transit
latencies and power consumption.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
A. Experimental Setup
The experimental demonstration characterizes the performance and efficiency of the proposed hybrid packet- and
circuit-switched memory access protocol. We eliminate the
power-hungry processor-memory electronic bus and leverage
the unique functionalities of our optical interconnection network
to offer energy-efficient OCMMs. Each OCMM is accessed all
optically and transparently across an implemented optical network using either packet or circuit switching, depending on the
memory transaction message sizes. Using circuit switching for
smaller memory transactions results in inefficient use of network resources and does not adequately amortize the circuit
path setup latency [17]. Smaller messages utilize the previously
described wavelength-striped packet switching.
The OCMMs can enter a low-power “sleep” state in which
the SDRAM input and output buffers are disabled and the highspeed optical transceivers are idle (not transmitting any data).
In this state, the SDRAM consumes only 20% of its normal operating power [5], [29] and the transceiver logic consumes only
minimal static power. Here, the memory controller transmits
short optical packets to command an OCMM to enter or exit its
sleep state; the transition requires less than 10 ns [5].
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup showing one direction of processor-memory communication, with a photograph of one FPGA-based circuit board (inset). Packetswitched communication use the header wavelengths: frame (F), address 0 (A0), and address 1 (A1); circuit-switched communication utilizes the central arbiter.

The implemented OCM system uses multiple Altera Stratix
IV FPGA-based circuit boards to create a processor and three
OCMMs (see Fig. 3). All memory accesses are performed over
the 4 × 4 optical network in the testbed. Each OCMM consists
of six SDRAM connected to an FPGA, which contains serialization and deserialization functionality and a bank of 8 × 10-Gb/s
bidirectional electrical transceivers. The processor and custom
memory controller are implemented using an identical FPGA
with 8 × 10-Gb/s transceivers. Each transceiver bank interfaces
with discrete optical components to generate and receive 8 ×
10-Gb/s WDM memory transactions. Each transceiver bank on
the FPGA circuit board drives eight LiNbO3 Mach–Zehnder
modulators to modulate eight separate wavelengths (ITU
C-band channels C36-C43), which are combined using WDM
to create 8 × 10-Gb/s wavelength-striped memory transactions.
The transceiver banks also connect to eight p-i-n receivers
with TIAs and LAs, which receive the demultiplexed WDM
transactions.
For the packet-switched transactions, the FPGAs use three
low-speed general purpose input/output pins to drive three SOAs
and modulate the frame and address header wavelengths. The
three low-speed header wavelengths and 8 × 10-Gb/s payload
wavelengths are combined before being injected into the 4 × 4
optical network. For circuit-switched transactions, the three
header wavelengths are not used, and only the 8 × 10-Gb/s
WDM payloads are injected into the network. The resulting
configuration is such that a processor accesses its main memory across a transparent, hybrid packet- and circuit-switched
80-Gb/s WDM optical memory channel. Memory communication and network utilization are optimized by selecting optical
packet or circuit communication based on required memory
transaction sizes as specified by the processor.
B. Packet and Circuit-Switched Memory Protocol
Our custom memory controller analyzes incoming memory
access requests from the processor to efficiently schedule all network communication requests and optimize network utilization.
The processor can access the memory space at any of the connected OCMMs. Due to the principle of locality, the access is
often to the same OCMM as one or many previous memory

accesses. The processor may issue memory access requests
faster than the memory controller can analyze them, and therefore the memory controller can buffer up to 16 memory access
requests. The memory controller will attempt to reorder buffered
memory accesses to issue multiple requests to the same OCMM
in a single, longer transaction. When a sufficient number of
accesses to an OCMM are combined and exceed a predetermined threshold, the memory access will instead be performed
using circuit switching. Any transactions below that threshold
are issued as optical packets.
In current state-of-the-art memory modules, memory accesses
in modern processors are of a standard size, called bursts, which
are typically eight 64-bit memory words. Each burst incurs a
memory access overhead latency on the order of tens of nanoseconds, which is due to the standardized SDRAM access protocol [5]. Before the memory controller can transmit data from
the processor to memory, for example, it must first issue lowbandwidth SDRAM-specific commands that are required to operate the SDRAM’s internal buffers and addressing hardware.
This has resulted in a trend of burst sizes doubling with each
new generation of SDRAM [5], [29], reaching the current burst
size of eight words, which amortizes the SDRAM access latency
and maximizes memory bandwidth. Hence, to amortize the additional latency associated with packet- and circuit-switching circuitry utilized here, thus further improving bandwidth within our
OCM system, our memory controller assumes a minimum burst
size of 32 words for a minimum optical packet size of 2048 bits.
In future, integrated OCM systems can reduce packet- and
circuit-switching overhead latency while leveraging advanced
memory configurations [21], [22] to achieve high memory bandwidths with smaller, more fine-grained memory accesses.
In order to minimize SDRAM command overhead and optimize communication within the optical network, SDRAM command signals are transmitted as optical packets prior to the
transmission of memory data. In the case of packet-switched
data, the data packets will be transmitted immediately following the command packets and incur an average of 20-ns SDRAM
access overhead per packet. However, for circuit switching,
the SDRAM command packets are speculatively transmitted
while a circuit path setup request is issued to the central arbiter. This hides a portion of the circuit path setup time (in our
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implementation, this is approximately 90 ns) within the SDRAM
command overhead to reduce the total latency for circuitswitched transactions. Based on the latency overhead of setting
up the packets and circuits, we designate a threshold of five aggregated bursts to a single OCMM as the cutoff between packet
and circuit accesses. This threshold regulates the flow of data
through the optical interconnection network and consequently
affects latency, which is directly linked to the system’s power
dissipation.
The memory controller at the processor node also analyzes
the queued memory requests to manage the OCMM sleep states.
When no memory requests are pending for a given OCMM, the
memory controller will issue an optical sleep command packet
to the OCMM. When memory accesses are again desired at
a sleeping OCMM, a “wake up” command packet is issued
prior to the SDRAM access command packet. The “wake up”
process requires up to 10 ns, and therefore the worst case penalty
for attempting to access a sleeping OCMM is an additional
10 ns of latency, in addition to the standard SDRAM access
overhead. Our memory controller avoids the worst case penalty
by leveraging the 16-deep memory access request queue, which
enables the memory controller to predict upcoming memory
accesses and “wake up” appropriate OCMMs just-in-time for
each memory access.
Additionally, for circuit-switched accesses, the extra incurred
latency (i.e., 10 ns) can also be hidden within the circuit path
setup time by the speculative SDRAM commands. As discussed
previously, the use of sleep states in contemporary systems results in additional latency. Here, a novel aspect of our scheme
is that the latency overhead associated with entering/exiting a
sleep state can be hidden with the optical circuit setup time.
Thus, by overlapping optical network latencies with SDRAM
access latencies, the system can attain the corresponding power
savings and performance improvements without significant latency penalties.
C. Experimental Characterization
To characterize the hybrid optical packet- and circuitswitched OCM system, we program the FPGA-based microprocessor to fill the entire memory address space with predictable
bit patterns: a 231 −1 pseudorandom bit sequence, all 0s, all
1s, and the bit pattern corresponding to the destination memory
address. These bit patterns are chosen from both established
memory tests and the optical system tests. After the memory
address space is full, the processor issues “read from memory”
requests to stream all previously stored data back from memory. As the data stream in from memory, a counter within the
processor verifies the data test patterns, records the number of
correctly verified bits, and calculates the number of bit errors.
These counters are used to generate an effective memory-biterror rate (EMBER) to quantify the functionality and reliability
of the hybrid packet- and circuit-switched OCM system. In this
way, an error-free operation is achieved when the processor correctly verifies over 1 terabit of memory data from each OCMM,
attaining EMBERs less than 10−12 .
The order in which the processor accesses each OCMM is
random, on an access-by-access basis, such that the memory
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controller may receive any number of memory access requests
for a given OCMM at one time. This creates random traffic
that serves to illustrate the flexibility and novel capabilities of
the OCM system, and enables the memory controller to reorder
memory access requests when possible, and thus generates both
packet- and circuit-switched memory transactions. Previous
OCM demonstrations have relied on purely circuit-switched optical networks [18], which require applications with predictable
memory access patterns such as streaming applications. Here,
the use of a hybrid packet- and circuit-switched optical network
enables any application to leverage the increased memory capacity and bandwidth offered by OCM. Specific applications
would benefit from adjusting the threshold for packet/circuit
routing, and a future memory controller may analyze memory
and network utilization during runtime to dynamically adjust
the threshold.
Randomness is obtained through the use of two linear feedback shift registers (LFSR), one 7 bits and one 8 bits, that are
sampled once for each memory access. The serial outputs of the
LFSRs are appended together into a 2-bit value that represents
which of the three OCMMs will be addressed (00, 01, or 10).
The value 11, being an invalid address, causes the processor
to address the same OCMM as the previous memory access.
This increases the probability that subsequent memory accesses
are to the same OCMM, as would be the case for data locality
within an application. Using LFSRs is accepted in computing
as an acceptable approximation of randomness.

D. Experimental Results
We confirm the error-free operation of the OCM system with
EMBERs less than 10−12 for all three OCMMs. Fig. 4 shows
the optical eye diagrams for the eight 10-Gb/s memory payload
channels, depicting clear open eyes for all data payloads. Fig. 5
shows an example of how the processor can communicate with
the OCMMs using optical packets and circuits.
The circuit-switching data threshold of five bursts (i.e.,
10 240 bits) within our 16-deep buffer results in an average of
24% of memory accesses using circuits rather than packets (evaluated for each terabit of memory traffic). Previous OCM studies [17], [18], [30] have been limited to purely circuit-switched
optical networks, which require predictable memory access patterns such as in steaming applications. Thus far, no packetswitched or hybrid packet- and circuit-switched OCM systems
have been demonstrated, and therefore a circuit-switched OCM
system is used as a baseline comparison. Given identical traffic, such circuit-switched implementations would penalize the
76% of memory traffic that is comprised of smaller sized messages. Each circuit-switched memory access within that 76%
would incur up to 70 ns additional latency compared to our hybrid packet- and circuit-switched implementation. Meanwhile,
each memory access within the remaining 24% that use circuit
switching reduces latency by >10 ns by amortizing setup latency over several aggregated bursts. Overall, the combined use
of packet and circuit switching supports more diverse applications and memory access patterns with both short and long data
streams as compared to previously demonstrated OCM systems.
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Optical eye diagrams for the 8 × 10-Gb/s memory payload wavelength channels at one network input port (top) and at one network output (bottom).

Fig. 5. Processor injects an optical packet into the network (a) addressed to the OCM node at network port 1. Subsequently, the processor issues a short control
packet (b), followed by a circuit-switched memory access (c) to the OCM node at network port 3.

The use of sleep states allows for a significant reduction in
power consumption of the OCMMs. Each OCMM was determined to be set in sleep state for 35% of the experimental characterization, resulting in an overall memory power savings of 28%.
This is due to the fact that although each OCMM is addressed
33% of the time, and therefore unused and potentially able to
sleep 66% of the time, the random order of memory accesses
prevents the memory controller from putting OCMMs to sleep
for their theoretical maximum allowable time. It is possible to
increase the percentage of time each OCMM spends in its sleep
state, e.g., by allowing the state to persist not only until a request
enters the access queue but also until just before the access is
actually issued. However, this change would tradeoff critical
memory access latency for improved energy savings within the
OCMMs, and would be a design choice specific to each individual system. Deploying our OCMMs within large-scale systems,
utilizing terabytes of memory per server and many thousands
of servers, could thus achieve the extreme levels of energy efficiency required for next-generation data centers and HPCs.
IV. CONCLUSION
Future HPCs and data centers require novel interconnection networks that can deliver energy-efficient, high-bandwidth
memory communication with ultralow latencies across a broad
range of applications and communication patterns. Electrically
connected memory systems cannot scale to meet the performance requirements of tomorrow’s large-scale computers. Further, previous OCM analyses have relied on inflexible circuitswitched networks.
In this study, we experimentally demonstrate the first hybrid packet- and circuit-switched OCM system, with error-free

(EMBERs < 10−12 ) transparent routing of 8 × 10-Gb/s
wavelength-striped memory transactions between processors
and OCM nodes. This implementation efficiently optimizes
memory communication based on memory data burst lengths
and reduces memory access latency by up to 70 ns per memory transaction compared to purely circuit-switched OCM architectures. Additionally, we show a 28% reduction in the
memory node’s energy consumption through an optical-packetcontrolled OCMM sleep state technique. This study demonstrates the need for energy-efficient, high-performance optical
interconnects within future large-scale memory systems, as
well as the importance of flexible, hybrid packet- and circuitswitched network architectures.
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